
Rules for the use of cookies
(Cookies Policy)
These rules relate to use of website vbc.cdesigner.eu. 

Provider  and  the  operator  of  the  website  company
vbc.cdesigner.eu . If these rules the term “ cdesigner.eu „,
„I“, „we“, „us“ and so on. This is to mean cdesigner.eu . 

Rules of Use cookies: 

1.  cdesigner.eu  on  a  website  used  by  programs  to  collect
information about users cookies. A cookie is a small data file
that  is  stored  on  your  device  (eg.  A  mobile  device  or
computer)  when  using  the  web  site  and  some  time  stores
information  about  your  installations,  actions  and
settings. Cookies allow web site at each visit to recognize
your browser, or save your settings and other information. It
is a common practice of most websites. 

2. Cookies can control and / or deleted at the discretion –
for  details  please  refer  to  page
http://www.allaboutcookies.org/.  You  can  delete  all  the
cookies stored on your device. Your browser may allow you to
set how the processing of cookies including the possibility of
the use of cookies completely disable or always ask you for
permission to use a specific set of cookies. Note, however,
that some parts of the website without using cookies may not
work properly or some functionality may not be available at
all. 

3. cdesigner.eu be placed in your device custom cookies, the
information and data obtained from these files is governed by
the terms of privacy (POS). 

4.  Within  the  website,  we  may  use  two  types  of  cookies
called. persistent cookies or session cookies. While session
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cookies are deleted after you close your browser. Persistent
cookies remain on your device after you close your browser and
will be used during your next visit to the website. 

5. Web site may also use other tools to monitor and detect
information about users with similar functionality (eg. Web
beacons, Flash cookies, tracking URL). 

6. cdesigner.eu use cookies and similar tracking tools for
several purposes, mainly in order to: 

a.  disclosure,  the  operation  of  the  Web  and  its
functionalities required quality and comfort for the user, for
example. automatic logging in to the user account, ensuring
the security log, post messages and comments and counting
impressions and video plays; 

b.  disclosure,  the  operation  of  the  website  and  its
functionalities on various websites, devices and browsers; 

c.  performance  monitoring  and  analysis,  operation  and
efficiency  of  the  web  site  and  its  improvements,  for
example. how many visitors (users) has been on the website,
and what browsers are used; 

d.  prevent  misuse  of  the  website  and  the  prevention  and
detection of fraud or other misconduct. 

7. On the website we place cookies also our business partners
and  third  parties,  particularly  analytical  cookies  (Google
Analytics,   https://www.opinionstage.com/  )  that  allow  to
analyze how visitors (users) web site use, also Cookies social
networks (Facebook, Google+) that enhance and simplify the
user interface and web site advertising cookies that enable
the improvement of targeted advertising on the website.  
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